
The course covers the main detection 
and protection mechanisms an 
organisation needs to empower its staff 
and optimise its processes in order to 
defend itself against the most common 
cybersecurity threats. 

Starting with the simplest types of 
incident, participants will learn about 
risks of different levels of complexity, 
through a combination of storytelling 
techniques, a Red Team vs. Blue Team 
approach and real-world testimonies.
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Investing in digital transformation skills is essential for society, companies and 
organisations today. The EIT Digital Professional School supports this with Action-
Based Learning in cooperation with international partners: learning that integrates 
theory and practice in the actual business context. In so doing, we educate companies 
to develop the right leadership capacity, workforce skills and corporate cultures 
needed to facilitate digital transformation; we educate individuals to up and cross-
skill their talents and to stay attractive in the labour market. We are contributing to an 
inclusive digital society.
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Developed by the Technical 
University of Madrid together 
with Ferrovial, one of the leading 
infrastructure and services 
operators.

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS 
FROM THE GROUND UP: 
EMPOWER STAFF AND 
PERFECT PROCESSES TO 
MEET CYBERSECURITY 
CHALLENGES

CYBERSECURITY
FOR BUSINESS



ANY QUESTIONS? NEED MORE INFORMATION?
HERE IS HOW YOU CAN REACH US: professionalschool.eitdigital.eu

professionalschool@eitdigital.eu
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COURSE INFO

Format Blended learning
• Online course 

• 2 day Masterclass 

Duration
• 4 hour online course 

• 2 day Masterclass  

Masterclass Price and Location
• 2 day Masterclass 

• November 20-21, 2019 in Madrid  
Fee €1,000 

* Please note that fees indicated above are for 
individuals. Contact us to receive an offer for a 
company.  

** Masterclass can be organised at your premises, 
contact us for a quotation.

Language
•  English 

Certificate
• EIT Digital and the Technical University 

of Madrid joint digital certificate of 
participation

Objective 
• Find out how to empower staff 

and perfect processes to meet 
cybersecurity challenges 

Key take-aways
• Understand cybersecurity risks: real 

impact on business, people and society; 

• Get to know how organisations 
approach cybersecurity threats; 

• Manage cybersecurity challenges and 
complexity in an integrated perspective; 

• Find out how to solve the cybersecurity 
talent gap in your organisation; 

• Widen cybersecurity understanding  
and challenges applied to Internet  
of Everything 

Who should take the course 
• Business mid/senior managers; 

• Government/public sector; 

• Business professionals with an interest 
in cybersecurity sector 

ABOUT THE  
LECTURERS

Román Ramírez, 
Former Security Operation 
& Architecture Manager at Ferrovial, 
Co-Founder of Rooted CON

Román Ramírez is an independent 
technology and cybersecurity consultant 
and advisor with more than 25 years of 
experience. He is former Security Operation 
& Architecture Manager at Ferrovial and 
is one of the founders and a leader of the 
biggest security event in Spain, Rooted CON.

Professor Iván Pau, 
The Technical University of Madrid   
Iván Pau is researcher and expert in usable 
security. He has been a full-time lecturer in 
Telematics Engineering at UPM since 1998. 
His research work started in 1997 in the area 
of security in telematics networks analysing, 
designing and developing security services to 
improve the administration public services.

The Technical University of Madrid (UPM) is a leading university in engineering and 
architecture education in Spain. It is internationally renowned for the quality of its courses 
and the research undertaken at its schools, departments and institutes. The UPM is 
one of main entrepreneurial universities in southern Europe, having supported the 
creation of more than 265 startups, specially in the area of digital services, through UPM 
Entrepreneurship Programme, actúaupm.

ABOUT THE TECHNICAL  
UNIVERSITY OF MADRID

Ferrovial is a world leading private investor in cities and infrastructures, with a workforce 
of almost 100,000 employees and operations in more than 16 countries. Ferrovial is 
improving cities and infrastructures optimising their efficiency applying digital technology. 
Ferrovial has developed a model to help academia, research centres, entrepreneurs and 
startups to develop and/or test and validate their solutions on relevant infrastructures. 
The company collaborates with security authorities to implement the most appropriate 
security measures and systems to prevent attacks.

ABOUT FERROVIAL


